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0 - Basic remarks about 
requirements, tentative 

methodology and continuing 
research



0.1 REQUIREMENT

● WP 2 requires the deliverable of an Open Healthcare Map which includes best practices of Open Healthcare 
solutions. Best practices are very well executed examples openly documented individual solutions in Open 
Health & Wellbeing that deserve particular attention.

● In addition to selecting best practices, these cases shall be grouped in the most systematic way possible. For 
this purpose we use a tentative taxonomy of nine application fields, which will also structure the emerging 
careables.org.-platform if it proves to be consistent during our further applied research.

● Hence, it is necessary to first systematically sift through all relevant repositories of Open Source solutions for 
Health & Wellbeing and identify both the best practices and the most glaring gaps. Only on the basis of this 
map will it be possible to populate the careables.org platform with relevant solutions and to fill existing gaps in 
the Open Healthcare solutions landscape through the careables.org platform.



OVERALL APPROACH0.2

1. Broadly scanning online repositories: We scanned various online repositories for Open Health & Wellbeing to 
get an exact impression of the use cases that the different repositories are filled with (With deliverable 3.1, we 
have a separate deliverable in the project that focuses on a systematic review of all relevant online repositories.) 
It was noticed that "the usual suspects" - Instructables and Thingiverse - actually contain many of the best 
solutions, albeit in an extremely heterogeneous representation.

2. Casting best practices: We then selected particularly convincing projects from the scanned pool of use cases. 
We tried to identify five projects per category in order to cover the entire range of applications, including niche 
applications.

3. Summarizing learnings: Finally, the best practices group underwent a loose evaluation in which we reflected on 
the consequences that could be derived for the population of the Careables platform. This included, for 
example, the important question in which application areas we should make special efforts within the 
framework of the project to fill gaps. Another important question concerns the linking vs. reproduction of 
existing solutions: should we re-document the published solutions in a streamlined way or just link them?



OUR ‘TAXONOMY’0.3

Learning Support Indoor Installations Therapy

Communication Outdoor Installations Careware

Mobility Self Care Fun & Leisure Time



3 INTERSECTION SETS0.4

Learning Support Therapy Outdoor Installations

Communication Careware Indoor Installations

Mobility Fun & Leisure Time Self Care



HOW TO EVALUATE?0.5

● Various methods can be used to identify best practices. As the project group cannot and will not present a final 
system at present, only the following four parameters will be listed here, which substantially guide our 
qualitative and preliminary classification:

1. degree of precision and user-friendliness,
2. technical reproducibility respectively feasibility,
3. financial reproducibility  
4. editability for optimization by other users of the use case.

● In order to select the documented use cases, the working group has drawn on three sources:
1. independent makers/makerspaces practitioners and managers
2. users of the documented projects
3. external experts in Open Healthcare research, drawn from the Advisory Board of project Careables



CONTINUING RESEARCH0.6

There is a certain amount of academic and non-academic research on the availability of Open Healthcare solutions 
that our research group can draw on respectively to which our research group can refer to whoever is interested in 
continuing research. To name just three valuable publications:

1. With regard to the user behaviour on the online repositories as such we have looked at, the research 
group of this project will not address this issue through social network analysis and NLP-based 
methodology, although this is methodologically plausible. However, we would like to refer you to a 
detailed study by Homan, Schull, Prabhu (2017).

2. With regard to assistive projects on Thingiverse, Buehler et al. (2015) have published an excellent paper 
in which the authors conclude that a closer exchange between developers and users seems useful, 
which is a declared goal of careables.org.

3. This presentation by Amy Hurst focuses more on therapeutical implications of 3D printing technology.

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3053356
https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3053356
https://parasol.tamu.edu/craw/dreu2016/Hofmann/uploads/5/6/7/3/56734939/p525-buehler.pdf
https://archive.hshsl.umaryland.edu/bitstream/10713/7602/1/Hurst%20-%20Challenges%20and%20Opportunities.pdf


1 - Overview of Open Healthcare 
repositories from which we sourced 

best practices*

*The selection is a less extensively commented version of the selection from Deliverable 3.1



ROUGH OVERVIEW1.1

Title Language
Website 
ranking Nr of projects Complexity Specificity

Instructables
www.instructable
s.com English 910 20 < x < 100

Medium (format: BOM; 
steps). Not clear if the 
explanations are 
complete (technical 
drawings are often 
missing)

various categories

OpenThings
www.openthings.
wiki

English/
Dutch not available < 20 "Easy" various categories

Thingiverse
www.thingiverse.
com

English 1290 > 100 "Easy" various categories



ROUGH OVERVIEW1.2

Title Language
Website 
ranking Nr of projects Complexity Specificity

Github
github.com

English 70 > 100 For advanced users 
only. various categories

Wevolver
www.wevolver.co
m English 725.733 > 100 For advanced users 

only. various categories

Hackaday
www.hackaday.io English 21.646 > 100 "Easy" various categories



ROUGH OVERVIEW1.3

Title Language
Website 
ranking Nr of projects Complexity Specificity

Hackster
www.hackster.io

English 16,446 > 100
Medium. Not clear if all 
the instructions are 
provided

various categories

Duino4projects
duino4projects.c
om English 283.656 20 < x < 100

Medium. Not clear if 
the explanations are 
complete or clear

various categories

Arduino - 
Project Hub
create.arduino.c
c/projecthub

English 2.390 > 100 "Easy" various categories



ROUGH OVERVIEW1.4

Title Language
Website 
ranking Nr of projects Complexity Specificity

My Mini Factory
www.myminifact
ory.com/ various 

languages 18,269 20 < x < 100 "easy" various categories

wikifab
wikifab.org/wiki/
Accueil

various 
languages 431,446 20 < x < 100 "easy" various categories

Youmagine
www.youmagine.
com

English 80.666 20 < x < 100
Not clear if the 
explanations are 
complete - no steps

various categories



ROUGH OVERVIEW1.5

Title Language
Website 
ranking Nr of projects Complexity Specificity

Makers making 
change
www.makersmak
ingchange.com English 2.370.031 < 20 "Easy" only health

Yeggi
www.yeggi.com

English 17,196 > 100 "Easy" various categories

Fabble
fabble.cc English/

Japanese 1,435,382 < 20 In Japanese various categories



ROUGH OVERVIEW1.6

Title Language
Website 
ranking Nr of projects Complexity Specificity

HTH
www.hthumanitarians
.org/page/toolbox English not available 20 < x < 100

"easy". The instructions 
are hosted in other 
platforms like Github

various categories

Eddy
eddiy.es/doku.php?id
=soluciones_segun_di
scapacidad:soluciones

Spanish 11,375,867 20 < x < 100

There's a video 
explaining the solution 
but not detailed 
instructions.

only health

Eddy Peru
www.eddiy.pe/doku.p
hp?id=vida_independi
ente:conjunto_de_sol
uciones_publicadas

Spanish not available 20 < x < 100 only health



ROUGH OVERVIEW1.7

Title Language
Website 
ranking Nr of projects Complexity Specificity

Appropedia
www.appropedia
.org

English 225260 20 < x < 100

Not only project but 
also information on 
specific topic.
When documentation is 
provided, a description 
is given, step-by-step 
guide seem not 
detailed, link to 
external platform for 
further details.

various categories

Meviro
www.meviro.org Brazilian/

English

not available 20 < x < 100 The instructions seem 
easy and clear: 
materials needed, 
steps of construction, 
images

only health



2 - 45 best practices in Open 
Healthcare grouped in 9 application 

categories 



LEARNING SUPPORT2.1.1

http://www.skillsforhealth.org.uk/images/resource-section/projects/learning-disabilities/Learning-Disabilities-CSTF.pdf

http://www.skillsforhealth.org.uk/images/resource-section/projects/learning-disabilities/Learning-Disabilities-CSTF.pdf


LEARNING SUPPORT2.1.2

https://www.helpguide.org/articles/autism-learning-disabilities/helping-children-with-learning-disabilities.htm?pdf=true

https://www.helpguide.org/articles/autism-learning-disabilities/helping-children-with-learning-disabilities.htm?pdf=true


LEARNING SUPPORT2.1.3

https://www.ldatschool.ca/assistive-technology/

https://www.ldatschool.ca/assistive-technology/


LEARNING SUPPORT2.1.4

https://www.wevolver.com/wevolver.staff/kiliro/master/blob/Overview.md

https://www.wevolver.com/wevolver.staff/kiliro/master/blob/Overview.md


LEARNING SUPPORT2.1.5

https://www.instructables.com/id/Reading-Aid/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Reading-Aid/


LEARNING SUPPORT2.1.6

https://www.instructables.com/id/OpenBraille-a-DIY-Braille-Embosser/

https://www.instructables.com/id/OpenBraille-a-DIY-Braille-Embosser/


OUR LEARNINGS2.1.7

● The Learning Support field is equally important for users and their families and challenging from the mapping perspective. For users 
and their relatives, such as parents of mentally handicapped children, good learning supports offer a way to gain sovereignty. 
Cognitive skills and knowledge are valuable resources, especially for people with disabilities, because they can make a significant 
contribution to gaining deeper access to society, for example in the form of jobs or simply through the ability to participate in 
conversations at eye level with fellow human beings.

● From a mapping perspective it can be stated that a general distinction between two dimensions: (1) process knowledge, e.g. 
instructions for dealing with challenging framework conditions of learners, on the one hand, and (2) (connected) hardware that support 
learning on the other hand, seems to make sense.

● As far as our platform content in these two dimensions is concerned, we would like to distinguish between five basic categories that 
are relevant from a user perspective: (1) hearing, (2) seeing, (3) reading, (4) writing and (5) other knowledge; the latter could include, for 
example, the acquisition of very specific forms of knowledge.



COMMUNICATION2.2.1

https://www.instructables.com/id/Intro-High-Frequency-Hearing-Loss-and-the-Frequenc/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Intro-High-Frequency-Hearing-Loss-and-the-Frequenc/


COMMUNICATION2.2.2

https://www.instructables.com/id/Hearing-Protection-Headphone-Conversion-for-iPod/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Hearing-Protection-Headphone-Conversion-for-iPod/


COMMUNICATION2.2.3

https://www.instructables.com/id/Intelligent-Hearing-Aid/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Intelligent-Hearing-Aid/


COMMUNICATION2.2.4

https://www.instructables.com/id/Assistive-Phone-Case-for-Limited-Dexterity/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Assistive-Phone-Case-for-Limited-Dexterity/


COMMUNICATION2.2.5

https://www.instructables.com/id/Hand-Gesture-to-Language-Converter/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Hand-Gesture-to-Language-Converter/


OUR LEARNINGS2.2.6

● From a mapping perspective it can be stated that a distinction between process knowledge, e.g. instructions for dealing with 
challenging framework conditions of learners, on the one hand, and physical tools that support learning on the other hand, seems to 
make sense. Obviously, there are large overlaps here. Nevertheless, the distinction seems to us to make sense, because while the first 
field is about ACQUIRING the basic skills and other forms of knowledge, the field "Communication" is about concrete IMPROVEMENT 
of the possibilities to communicate with other people.

● From the perspective of the Careables platform, it is interesting to see which different communication fields should be narrowed 
down. While the WHO uses a very differentiated system for classifying, of functioning, disability and health, this would probably be 
overly differentiated for the Careables platform: WHO distinguishes between receiving verbal and non-verbal messages and producing 
them. This results in at least four sub-fields. We only want to create two sub-categories: (1) Communicating based on spoken 
messages and (2) Communicating based on non-verbal messages. Through this we do not differentiate between originators and 
recipients of messages. 

https://www.who.int/classifications/icf/icfchecklist.pdf


MOBILITY2.3.1

https://www.instructables.com/id/Tact-Low-cost-Advanced-Prosthetic-Hand/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Tact-Low-cost-Advanced-Prosthetic-Hand/


MOBILITY2.3.2

https://www.anderes-sehen.de/akustische-orientierung-mobilitat/bauanleitung-fur-kinderlangstock/

https://www.anderes-sehen.de/akustische-orientierung-mobilitat/bauanleitung-fur-kinderlangstock/


MOBILITY2.3.3

http://www.madeformywheelchair.de/

http://www.madeformywheelchair.de/


MOBILITY2.3.4

https://www.instructables.com/id/Open-Lights-MADE-FOR-MY-WHEELCHAIR/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Open-Lights-MADE-FOR-MY-WHEELCHAIR/


MOBILITY2.3.5

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:476403

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:476403


MOBILITY2.3.6

https://hackaday.io/project/20663-affordable-exoskeleton-arm-exoarm

https://hackaday.io/project/20663-affordable-exoskeleton-arm-exoarm


OUR LEARNINGS2.3.7

● There is no doubt that mobility is one of the most important (open) health categories; in any case, it is the category from which the 
most impressive and popular use cases originate. Prosthetics projects based on Open Source are considered by many to be 
representative of all efforts to gather Open Source knowledge for Health & Wellbeing online and offline. This is no coincidence: fighting 
for physical freedom of movement is one of the greatest wishes that many physically handicapped people have. A cursory 
examination of use cases from online repositories shows that, as is to be expected, there is an enormous gap between easily 
replicable mobility aids and highly complex solutions; the latter often cannot be used reliably in the long term, as our qualitative 
interviews have shown. There seems to be an extreme difference between the public perception of the relevance of such complex 
solutions and the actual benefit for users.

● While existing online platforms do not differentiate further within the field of "mobility", the Careables platform should differentiate here 
in order to guide users of the platform more quickly to suitable solutions. The WHO essentially differentiates between six fields: (1) 
Lifting and carrying objects, (2) Fine hand use (picking up, grasping), (3) Walking, (4) Moving around using equipment (wheelchair, 
skates, etc.), (5) Using transportation (car, bus, train, plane), (6) Driving (riding bicycle & motorbike, driving). In order to reduce 
complexity, we make a distinction on the Careables platform between the following categories: (1) Upper body porsthetics & orthetics, 
(2) Lower body prosthetics & orthetics, (3) Moving around using individual mobility vehicles, (4) Moving around using public mobility 
vehicles.



INDOOR INSTALLATIONS2.4.1

https://www.instructables.com/id/Doorbell-that-Turns-on-a-Light/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Doorbell-that-Turns-on-a-Light/


INDOOR INSTALLATIONS2.4.2

https://www.instructables.com/id/Disabled-hoist-lift/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Disabled-hoist-lift/


INDOOR INSTALLATIONS2.4.3

https://www.makersmakingchange.com/project/oven-door-opener/

https://www.makersmakingchange.com/project/oven-door-opener/


INDOOR INSTALLATIONS2.4.4

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:105510

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:105510


INDOOR INSTALLATIONS2.4.5

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:1740932

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:1740932


OUR LEARNINGS2.4.6

● As far as our project group is aware, there is no online repository that uses indoor or outdoor installations as a separate category, 
either implicitly or explicitly. This is unfortunate, because solutions of this kind - fixed installations in the home or public spatial 
environment of people - complement body guided solutions perfectly.

● By "indoor installations" we mean more or less fixed physical solutions that make life easier for people with health-well-being 
impairments. As a rule, they find their place in the user's living area and are therefore tailored to individual spatial requirements.

● A particularly good, but also complicated example is the Disabled Hoist Lift, which can also be used in stairwells where commercial 
solutions cannot be used. Small solutions or hacks, however, which often overlap with the "Self Care" area, are much simpler. For 
example, it can be very helpful for users to be able to attach a fold-out holder for their usual coffee cup to their favourite desk.



OUTDOOR INSTALLATIONS2.5.1

https://www.instructables.com/id/Portable-Wheelchair-ramps/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Portable-Wheelchair-ramps/


OUTDOOR INSTALLATIONS2.5.2

https://www.instructables.com/id/Hanging-planters/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Hanging-planters/


OUTDOOR INSTALLATIONS2.5.3

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:213181

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:213181


OUTDOOR INSTALLATIONS2.5.4

https://www.instructables.com/id/DIY-Raised-Bed-Planter/

https://www.instructables.com/id/DIY-Raised-Bed-Planter/


OUTDOOR INSTALLATIONS2.5.5

https://rogueengineer.com/diy-wheelchair-accessable-picnic-table-plans/

https://rogueengineer.com/diy-wheelchair-accessable-picnic-table-plans/


OUR LEARNINGS2.5.6

● According to our research, outdoor installations for people with health-well-being impairments are strongly underrepresented in online 
repositories. There may be obvious reasons for this: in purely legal terms, the fixed establishment of physical solutions in favour of 
people with health and well-being impairments is often not trivial - interventions in public spaces are subject to high regulatory hurdles. 
However, this is exactly what is exciting, because in places such as playgrounds, but also on private properties, the lives of people with 
disabilities take place. The use cases to be collected on the Carebles platform should therefore aim on the one hand to help those 
responsible for the outdoor design of private living areas and on the other hand to encourage those responsible for the design of 
public spaces to make them more inclusive.



SELF CARE2.6.1

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:809953

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:809953


SELF CARE2.6.2

https://www.instructables.com/id/Assistive-Dining-Device-Arm-Sling/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Assistive-Dining-Device-Arm-Sling/


SELF CARE2.6.3

https://www.instructables.com/id/Custom-Assistive-Spoon/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Custom-Assistive-Spoon/


SELF CARE2.6.4

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/84d105_7b94ca19ce164d39bb9c1b7d11cbdad4.pdf

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/84d105_7b94ca19ce164d39bb9c1b7d11cbdad4.pdf


SELF CARE2.6.5

https://www.instructables.com/id/Wearable-Assistive-Tech-Gripper-Doraemons-Hand/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Wearable-Assistive-Tech-Gripper-Doraemons-Hand/


OUR LEARNINGS2.6.6

● The sixth field of application - Self Care - is one of the most populated fields yet. It includes solutions that make it easier for people to 
take care of their physical hygiene and nutrition in view of their limitations. Not infrequently, solutions documented here could also be 
understood as indoor installations. Typical, however, are the small tools that are used every day, such as brushes and other washing 
utensils or cooking utensils, which are easy to grasp if you can't cope with conventionally proportioned utensils.

● From the point of view of the Careables platform, this field is also important because it contains many solutions that can be 
reproduced even by laypersons. 

● We also assume that self-care solutions are particularly well suited to develop synergies with the Match-my-Maker project. The aim of 
this project is to bring people with careable needs together with technically savvy makers and thus support the "day-to-day business" 
of developing careables. Self-care-careables could well be produced in such a co-creation, because they are usually not technically 
highly complex and only work if the user is addressed in detail.



THERAPY2.7.1

https://www.instructables.com/id/Mobility-Aids-for-OT/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Mobility-Aids-for-OT/
Barbara Kieslinger




THERAPY2.7.2

https://www.instructables.com/id/Stress-Reducing-Weighted-Blanket/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Stress-Reducing-Weighted-Blanket/


THERAPY2.7.3

https://www.hackster.io/user462411/medicine-reminder-raspberry-pi-alexa-voice-and-hexiwear-ea15e1

https://www.hackster.io/user462411/medicine-reminder-raspberry-pi-alexa-voice-and-hexiwear-ea15e1


THERAPY2.7.4

https://www.instructables.com/id/One-Leg-Therapy-Stool-Autism/

https://www.instructables.com/id/One-Leg-Therapy-Stool-Autism/


THERAPY2.7.5

https://www.myminifactory.com/it/object/3d-print-3d-printed-orthotic-swimming-fin-67635

https://www.myminifactory.com/it/object/3d-print-3d-printed-orthotic-swimming-fin-67635


OUR LEARNINGS2.7.6

● The Therapy field of application is primarily aimed at people who have a therapeutic approach to people with disabilities - whether they 
are professionals or relatives. The background is that even for the therapy of niche challenges there are often no good commercial 
solutions because the circle of users is too small to establish profitable business models based on them.

● Similar to the field of "Learning  Support", the project group assumes that two dimensions need to be highlighted here: on the one hand 
process knowledge about therapeutic measures, on the other hand concrete connected hardware solutions that can also be used in 
concrete terms.

● From our project perspective, it is crucial to get in touch with therapeutic experts and find out for which special purposes they have 
already developed solutions or for which they still lack solutions. In this sense, efforts in this field can be understood as 
"train-the-trainers" and "learn-from-the-trainers" categories.



CAREWARE2.8.1

https://www.instructables.com/id/Adaptive-Jacket-Modification/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Adaptive-Jacket-Modification/


CAREWARE2.8.2

https://www.hackster.io/ahmed_elsagaan/color-detector-for-blind-people-87161d

https://www.hackster.io/ahmed_elsagaan/color-detector-for-blind-people-87161d


CAREWARE2.8.3

https://www.myminifactory.com/it/object/3d-print-shoelace-tie-helper-24406

https://www.myminifactory.com/it/object/3d-print-shoelace-tie-helper-24406


OUR LEARNINGS2.8.4

● It is remarkable how little the common online repositories for Open Health solutions address clothing issues. For many people with 
physical disabilities, commercial clothing does not work. In addition, smart textiles offer particularly great potential for users with 
disabilities: for example, they make it possible to dispense with costly external aids by simply integrating them into clothing. 

● However, it is also understandable that so few "Careware" projects can be found on the established online repositories: the production 
of textiles requires suitable workshops and not many Fab Labs have enough textile machines.



FUN & LEISURE TIME2.9.1

https://www.instructables.com/id/Water-Scooter-for-Disabled-Child/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Water-Scooter-for-Disabled-Child/


FUN & LEISURE TIME2.9.2

https://www.instructables.com/id/Wiimote-Modification-for-Persons-with-Disabilities-1/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Wiimote-Modification-for-Persons-with-Disabilities-1/


FUN & LEISURE TIME2.9.3

https://hackaday.io/project/21018-scottcar-a-go-kart-for-a-special-child

https://hackaday.io/project/21018-scottcar-a-go-kart-for-a-special-child


FUN & LEISURE TIME2.9.4

https://www.instructables.com/id/Head-Mouse-Game-controller-or-disability-aid/

https://www.instructables.com/id/Head-Mouse-Game-controller-or-disability-aid/


OUR LEARNINGS2.9.5

● Another category that is strongly underestimated is "Fun & Leisure Time". By this we mean all solutions that playfully improve the 
quality of life of people with disabilities. Many conventional games - digital or analogue - cannot simply be used by people with 
disabilities. The controllers of game consoles are just as standardized as forks or spoons. The project group has a huge potential in 
this field of application, because good solutions in this field can trigger particular enthusiasm and commitment, as our qualitative 
interviews have shown.



3 - Next steps: how to move forward 
and to improve version 1 of our Open 

Healthcare Map? 



NEXT STEPS3.1

The Open Healthcare Map presented here is only a first version. The project group sees it as a work in progress that 
should be maintained and expanded as the project progresses and beyond. It is to serve also in the future as first 
orientation for people who are interested in Open Health & Wellbeing. In the further course of our project we will 
improve and extend the Open Healthcare Map as follows:

1. Both the nine fields of application and the selected best practices so far have to be sharpened or extended if 
necessary; this also applies to the overlaps indicated above. 

2. The analysis of best practices, which was decisive for our selection but was not extended, should be published 
in a shortened, manageable form.

3. The best practices should be presented in a way that is already synchronized with the architecture and user 
interface of the careables.org platform.



WORK WITH US!3.2

Careables is a distinctly open project that invites collaborators of all kinds to promote the worldwide availability of 
Open Health & Wellbeing solutions. For this reason, we would like to invite the reader to get in touch with us to make 
improvements. We are particularly interested in the input of groups of actors who have specific expertise in health & 
wellbeing areas, on the basis of which further use cases can be developed.

We are looking forward to your message to info@careables.org!
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https://archive.hshsl.umaryland.edu/bitstream/10713/7602/1/Hurst%20-%20Challenges%20and%20Opportunities.pdf
https://archive.hshsl.umaryland.edu/bitstream/10713/7602/1/Hurst%20-%20Challenges%20and%20Opportunities.pdf


Deliverable 2.1
Open Healthcare Map v1 

A selection of 45 best practices in 9 fields of application in Open Healthcare, 

sourced from online repositories. 
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